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hi!
Contract design's purpose is the creation of contracts reflecting a meeting of the parties’
minds that is so easily understood that the contract never is disputed in court. Contract design
emphasizes creating contracts to manage parties’ expectations, support the relationship, and
provide a framework to achieve outcomes.
Contract design combines contract law, business strategy, legal design thinking, information
design, user experience, and more to create modern purposeful agreements that are wellsuited for today.
I've put together this introductory guide to help you get started with understanding and using
contract design. I love what contract design offers. I hope you do too.
Marty Finestone
marty@legaladjacency.com

about
Marty Finestone is a lawyer, legal
designer, legal operations specialist, and
founder of Legal Adjacency.
Legal Adjacency is a boutique legal
consultancy dedicated to creating
positive change for legal departments
through legal design.
Our speciality is simplifying legal docs
and legal ops.

we do these
things
• Simplify contracts by creating clear,
engaging, useable, and easy to negotiate
plain language agreements.
• Develop easy to implement and costeffective solutions for our clients to
simplify and improve their legal function.
• Run experiences, workshops, and other
facilitated activities to help our clients
untangle and address legal operational
problems in new and human-centered
ways.
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a few words about
contract design
The “design” in contract design does not refer to making things look snazzy or
being ornamental.
Contract design emphasizes user-centered contracts.
Contract design is about making contracts understandable, useable, and useful, to
the people that will use them.
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A contract needs to be readable and
accessible by its users for it to be
useable.
If a contract's content is not accessible
to its users, then it is neither useable,
nor useful.
Contract design ensures that a contract
is user-centric by being readable,
accessible, useable, and useful to users.
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contract design = new mindset
The main purpose of a contract should not be about all the “what ifs” of something
going wrong or to “work in court”. Businesses do not have legal problems. They
have business problems with legal implications.
A contract’s primary use should be as a business tool and should be created as
commercial document, and not a legal document, for that to happen. A contract
adds value by enabling business success and preventing problems and disputes.
When we think of contracts in this way, we understand that they are a means to the
parties aligning, articulating, and achieving their business objectives. Contracts are
not primarily a rubric for dealing with disputes.
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When a contract is designed in the typical lawyerly way, its information becomes
wrapped up in the complexity, noise, and static that non-lawyers usually can’t cut
through and the provisions end up misunderstood or ignored.
That’s obviously a big risk. But it’s a risk that can be minimized through contract
design, which approaches contract drafting and presentation in a user-centric way.
Contract design ensures that information is going to be received in a way that
speaks to the needs of those who will be living with and under the contract (i.e.,
not lawyers).
When we design and draft a contract for its users, we make sure that those users
are tuned into and receive the contract’s information. That’s good for compliance.
More important, that’s good for business.
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Who are your contracts drafted for? Some mythical judge who will one-day look
at your contract? Or for the people who will use and live under that contract?
For most contracts, they are written exclusively for that mythical judge. It should
not be that way.
If only a fraction of a fraction of the contracts in existence end up litigated in
court, then why does contract drafting and negotiations seem to focus primarily
entirely on "what if something goes wrong"? This focus - this emphasis - on the
remote risk of a dispute or litigation comes at the expense of the relationship
being creating by the contract.
The above is not to say that contracts should ignore the risk of things going off
the rails and winding up in court. A contract needs to deal with risk allocation
and termination rights, among other dispute-related provisions. But that is not
where the focus of contract drafting needs to be.
If we rebalance our drafting priorities, much can be done to reduce the risk of a
contract dispute.
When contracts focus on (1) those who live with, and under, the contract, and (2)
what occurs, or needs to occur, under the contract, you shrink that remote risk
of the contract being litigated. And when your contract does all that using
precise and plain language, that sliver of risk is further reduced.
Focus on the needs and relationships of contract users, and all will be well in
the contract world.
Focus on using good precise writing and plain language, and all will be even
better in the contract world. Contracts written this way will hold up better in
front of a judge. Removing legalese, run on sentences, iffy grammar, ambiguous
wording, and other verboseness brings clarity to the contract and the parties’
intentions.
There’s no question that drafting and revising your work in this way does take
time and practice. But it is worth it.
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Think of the users of the contract as those who must live
under the contract once it is signed.
The users are the people who need to implement a
contract's terms. They carry out the obligations, provide
or use services, make payments, and communicate.

user-centered contracts =
better contracts
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what makes a contract better?
Better contracts enhance the relationship underlying the contract.
Better contracts are written for their users.
Better contracts empower users to understand information faster.
Better contracts foster trust.
Better contracts get to signing quicker.
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traits of better contracts
• Both the content and presentation of content are useful and useable for users.
• Writing is well thought-out, well organized, and understandable to the reader
without interpretation.
• Uses simple language to avoid ambiguity, confusion, and non-compliance.
• Legal concepts are explained, and the technical terms are given meaning.
• Contains all information needed to be implemented by focusing on the needs of
those living under the contract.
• Users easily know what the contract requires them to do, where, and when.
• Is a useable document that achieves the maximum operational efficiency, with
reasonable risk allocation, at an acceptable cost.
• Reflective of the parties’ values.
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it’s not just what your contracts
say, but how they say it
Do you consider whether your company’s customer, sales channel, or other
relationship-based agreements accurately reflect its values, brand or how it
conducts business?
I recently reviewed a contract for Company Y to promote Company X’s software
and Y would get a cut of any new customers it introduced to X. Standard referral
partner program stuff.
Unfortunately for Y, X’s agreement was skewed completely in X's favour. It wasn’t
just the indemnities, limitation of liability, or termination rights. The mechanics for
submitting referrals and then getting paid were also skewed too heavily for X's
benefit.
Y would need to spend time and money to have the changes made for Y to be
comfortable signing the contract.
Y questioned whether they wanted to be in business with X. Y wondered if who their
relationship be with if they signed a contract. Would it be the friendly and helpful X
they interacted with during the courtship phase? Or would it be the greedy version
of X portrayed by the contract?
Your contracts should send the message(s) that you want to be received by the
reader. In a commercial context, those messages should reflect your brand,
values, and how you conduct business.
Don’t be like X. You will close deals faster, you won’t lose deals, and relationships
will start off on the right foot.
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Know and write for your audience. Ask yourself who are the readers and users of
the contract? Then ask, what are their interests? What do they know about the
subject matter of the contract? What should they know?
Consider the contract's context. How and when is the document to be used? Are
there any limits on its size? Use these answers in planning your content and
structure.
Structure content so readers can quickly and confidently find the information they
are looking for. Drive attention to the most important piece of information. Organize
the information and lay out your contract in a way that communicates what's
important for your contract users.
Enhance information contract users need to know. List what users need or need to
know to meet obligations. Include details that help them complete a task.
Put the information that is most important to the non-legal audience at the front of
the contract.
Help the reader navigate the through the document. Use generous amounts of
white space so pages are easy to scan.
Use headers and sub-headers to organize information. Use the words your nonlegal readers would use.
Create space and differentiation to help critical information stand out or guide the
reader's attention. For example, contrast titles and text using different fonts, font
sizes, or colours.
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Typography & font choices impact the legibility and readability of words. Userfriendly font choices lead to measurable performance benefits by increasing reading
speed and comprehension.
Don’t use “old fashioned” fonts, like Times New Roman or Garamond. San Serif fonts
are good to use and are “on trend” in the design world for good reason. Opens Sans,
Calibri, or Arial.
Write in plain language. Your contract's language works when readers comprehend
the words and take in the intended message quickly and confidently.
Write short but logical sentences that to the point.
Write affirmative or positive sentences rather than negative ones.
Avoid legalese and legal jargon (i.e., Latin phrases or stuffy olde English). Legal terms
with substantive meaning (e.g., liability, loss, disclaim, and indemnify) should remain.
Test the contract at multiple points. Work with the target user groups to test the
content, format, and design. Ask them lots of questions to discover what they do and
don't understand. Inquire to see whether your design choices work for them.
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avoid legal jargon
Replace This
undersigned
thereafter
therein
herein
thereto
hereto
said (adj.)

With This
party's name/defined term
later, following, in the future
in it, in that, in them, inside
in this agreement
to it (almost always works)
[to] this agreement
the, this, that [noun/object]

shrink away redundancy
Replace This
until such times as
for the purposes of
prior to
pursuant to
in the event that
until such time as
notwithstanding the fact that
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With This
when
to
before
under, by, in accordance with
if
when
although
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want more simplified words &
phrase replacements?
Legal Adjacency's Mega Checklist of Simplified Words &
Phrases has over 300 alternatives to stuffy, wordy, complex,
redundant words and phrases.
Request your free copy by emailing hello@legaladjacency.com
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articles on contract design and simplification
•

Design Thinking for Lawyers - Marshall Lichty (Lawyerist), October 18th, 2019.
https://lawyerist.com/blog/design-thinking-for-lawyers/

•

A New Approach to Contracts: How to build better long-term strategic partnerships David Frydlinger, Oliver Hart, and Kate Vitasek, Harvard Business Review,
September-October 2019. https://hbr.org/2019/09/a-new-approach-to-contracts

•

Visual Contracts, and the Pitfalls of Employment Agreements - Lander & Rogers, June
2018. https://www.landers.com.au/legal-insights-news/visual-contracts-and-thepitfalls-of-employment-agreements

•

Reinventing Contracts - J. Kim Wright, June 20, 2019.
https://jkimwright.com/reinventing-contracts/

•

Can Contracts Use Pictures Instead of Words? - Bruce Love, Financial Times, October
22, 2019. https://www.ft.com/content/032ddcb0-e6b1-11e9-b8e0-026e07cbe5b4

•

Business-Friendly Contracting: How Simplification and Visualization Can Help Bring It
to Practice - Haapio, H., & Barton, T. D., (2018).
https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/287058536.pdf

•

Contract simplification: the why and the how - by Rob Waller, Helena Haapio &
Stefania Passera, July 24, 2017. https://journal.iaccm.com/contracting-excellencejournal/contract-simplification-the-why-and-the-how

•

The Anatomy of a Visual Contract - Visual Contracts B.V.
http://www.visualcontracts.eu/our-approach/what-is-a-visual-contract/
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•

Reimaging Contracts: Drafting Contracts to Delight - Darpan Singhi & Anirudh
Rastogi, IKIGAI Law. https://www.ikigailaw.com/wpcontent/uploads/2020/10/Reimagining-Contracts-.pdf

•

Design Patterns for Contracts: Or How You’ve Been Doing Contracts Wrong This Whole
Time (And How to Fix It) - Helena Haapio & Margaret Hagan, July 1, 2019.
https://blog.juro.com/design-patterns-for-contracts

•

Innovator Interview: Lieke Beelen, Visual Contracts - Lieke Beelen, August 15, 2019.
https://blog.juro.com/lieke-beelen-visual-contracts

•

Contract Design Canvas: How to plan and deliver a contract design project without
losing your way - Verity White, January 30, 2020.
https://www.legalbusinessworld.com/post/2020/01/30/contract-design-canvashow-to-plan-and-deliver-a-contract-design-project-without-losing-y

•

Engineering Visual Contracts: Using If-Then Thinking to Develop Behavioral
Drivers for Imaging - Camilla Andersen & Adrian Keating, Journal of Open Access
Law Vol. 8 No. 1 (2020).
https://ojs.law.cornell.edu/index.php/joal/article/view/101/97

•

The Case for Plain-Language Contracts - Shawn Burton, Harvard Business Review
January-February 2018. https://hbr.org/2018/01/the-case-for-plain-languagecontracts

books on creativity, contract design, and simplification
•

Change by Design: How Design Thinking Transforms Organizations and Inspires
Innovation - Tim Brown.

•

Creative Quest - Questlove
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•

Create Contracts Clients Love - Verity White

•

A Manual of Style for Contract Drafting, Fourth Edition - Ken Adams

•

Legal Writing in Plain English, Second Edition - Bryan A. Garner

•

The Elements of Legal Style, Second Edition - Bryan A. Garner

•

Oxford Guide to Plain English - Martin Cutts

•

Plain English for Lawyers, Sixth Edition - Richard C. Wydick & Amy E. Sloan

videos on contract design
•

Study Legal English Podcast episode 104: Good Legal Design with Stefania
Passera (interview) - https://youtu.be/qbnLqGcGyyQ

•

Visual Contracts: Visual Contracts - https://youtu.be/A4V7bMzxYe0

•

Margaret Hagan Legal Design 101 (jump to 3:12)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XDON6b0qkP0

courses, training & certification
•

World Commerce & Contracting periodically runs workshops and online courses https://www.worldcc.com/Learn/Workshops/Contract-Design-Workshops

•

Legal Creatives Academy, specifically their course on Visual Contracts https://www.legalcreatives.com/academy

•

Visual Contracts Academy, Legal Design Thinking course https://visualcontracts.learnworlds.com/course/legal-design-thinking
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•

Drafting Clearer Contracts: Masterclass by Ken Adams https://www.adamsdrafting.com/training/

tools & guides
•

World Commerce & Contracting Pattern Design Library - https://contractdesign.worldcc.com/

•

How to Build Visual Contracts That Convey Commercial Value (and Make People Smile)
- Akash Sureka (Icertis). https://www.icertis.com/blog/how-to-build-visualcontracts-that-convey-commercial-value-and-make-people-smile/

•

Plain Language Legal Writing: Part I – Writing as a Process - Cheryl M. Stephens,
March 4, 2014. https://www.cba.org/Publications-Resources/CBA-PracticeLink/Young-Lawyers/2014/Plain-Language-Legal-Writing-Part-I-%E2%80%93Writing-as-a

•

Tips For Achieving Clarity in Contract Drafting - Christina Costa & Muyiwa Odeniyide,
2016. https://www.law.georgetown.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Tips-forAchieving-Clarity-in-Contract-Drafting.pdf

•

Notes Towards Better Writing - Joseph Kimble, Michigan Bar Journal, October 1996.
https://www.michbar.org/file/generalinfo/plainenglish/pdfs/96_oct.pdf

•

Avoiding Unnecessary Complexity - Brian Rogers (Swiss Re.).
https://www.swissre.com/institute/conferences/contract-simplificationconference-summary.html
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